
Mining Rigs from Hminers Offering Up to 650
TH/s Hash Power for Bitcoin Mining
MIAMI, FL, USA, September 6, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hminers (
www.hminers.com ) looks all set to script an unprecedented success
story in the worldwide industry for cryptocurrencies. The company’s
three mining rigs are quickly emerging as the most preferred option
amongst thousands of bitcoin miners around the world. The most
extraordinary feature of these mining rigs is their ability to deliver
extremely high hash power, while keeping the power consumption
under reasonable limits. These multi-algorithm mining rigs can be used
to mine Bitcoin (hash power of up to 650 TH/s), Litecoin (hash power of
up to 22.5 GH/s), Ethereum (hash power of up to 15 GH/s), and Dash
(hash power of up to 50 GH/s).

Though the concept of cryptocurrency is now understood by many
people around the world, the term cryptocurrency mining still remains to be relatively unknown. As far
as the income perspective of cryptocurrency mining is concerned, hash rates are of prime
importance. Functionally speaking, this is a measure of the power of the miner’s hardware and
reflects the hash function computation frequency per second. The performance of the miners is
measured in MH/s (Mega hash per second), GH/s (Giga hash per second), and TH/s (Terra hash per
second).

Hminers is a team of industry experts that hit the headlines in the past by designing and creating the
world’s first 10 nm ASIC Chip. Their three mining rigs H2U Miner, H4U Miner, and Rack Equipped
with 5 x H4U were designed to ensure higher profitability for the users. This goal has been
accomplished by maximizing the hash rate and minimizing the power consumption to a level that
hasn’t been achieved so far. Unlike any other similar product available on the market, Hminers has
made it possible to mine multiple algorithms such as SHA-256, Scrypt, Etehash, and X11.

Some key features of the Bitcoin, Litecoin, and Ethereum miners from Hminers include:

Hash rate of up to 650 TH/s, 22.5 GH/s, 15 GH/s and 50 GH/s for Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum and
Dash, respectively.

Low power consumption, operating temperature, and noise

Guaranteed return on investment within a month

User-friendly with pre-installed software

Built and Designed to operate under multiple algorithm

Highlighting the superior qualities of these mining rigs, the CTO of Hminers, Benjamin Berglung
stated, “Some of the biggest products available on the market offer 13TH with a power consumption
of 1300W. We are offering much higher hash rates with the same power consumption.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.hminers.com


To find out more about the new Hminers Mining Rigs, please visit

https://hminers.com/products/

About Hminers: Hminers is the most recognizable companies in the cryptocurrency industry and the
proud creators of the world’s first 10 nm ASIC Chip. The core team of this organization comprises of
top level specialists from globally renowned organizations such as IBM, Microsoft, and Samsung.
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